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The photodissociation dynamics of the diazomethyl HCNN radical have been studied using fast
radical beam photofragment translational spectroscopy. A photofragment yield spectrum was
obtained for the range of 25 510–40 820 cm−1, and photodissociation was shown to occur for
energies above 25 600 cm−1. The only product channel observed was the formation of CH and N2.
Fragment translational energy and angular distributions were obtained at several energies in the
range covered by the photofragment yield spectrum. The fragment translational energy distributions
showed at least two distinct features at energies up to 4.59 eV, and were not well fit by phase space
theory at any of the excitation energies studied. A revised C–N bond dissociation energy and heat
of formation for HCNN, D0HC–NN=1.139±0.019 eV and  fH0HCNN=5.010±0.023 eV,
were determined. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2196890I. INTRODUCTION
This paper reports the first investigation of the ultraviolet
spectroscopy and photodissociation dynamics of the diazom-
ethyl HCNN radical. HCNN and other HCN2 isomers are
of interest because of the possible role of the reaction of CH
with N2 in the formation of “prompt” NO in the combustion
of hydrocarbon fuels.1 Prompt NO formation is one of two
NO formation mechanisms known to be important in the
combustion of clean hydrocarbon fuels; the other is the well-
understood thermal NO mechanism, which involves the at-
tack of O atoms on N2. Prompt NO formation occurs in the
primary reaction zone of a hydrocarbon flame, where thermal
NO formation is not possible because temperatures are too
low for adequate concentrations of O atoms to be generated,
and the observed rates of NO formation can only be ex-
plained by a lower-energy mechanism for the splitting of the
N2 bond. There is still a great deal of uncertainty about the
reactions involved in prompt NO formation.
Prompt NO formation was discovered by Fenimore.2
The reaction of CH with N2 was one possibility proposed by
Fenimore for the first step in producing prompt NO. In par-
ticular, he suggested the spin-forbidden reaction:
CHX 2 + N2X 1g
+→ HCNX˜ 1 + N4S , 1
followed by oxidation of N and HCN to form NO.
Fenimore’s proposal has motivated many
experimental3–8 and theoretical3,9–21 studies of the reaction of
CH and other carbon and hydrocarbon radicals with N2.
Blauwens et al.22 determined the concentration profiles of all
the carbon and hydrocarbon fragments likely to be involved
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ethane, and methane, and found only CH and CH2 to corre-
late with NO. Furthermore, estimates of the rate constants for
reactions of CH2 with N2 which could potentially lead to NO
formation indicate that they are probably too slow to make a
significant contribution.1 Together, these findings provided
some evidence that the CH+N2 reaction is at least partially
responsible for prompt NO formation. Various theoretical
studies10,12,16,18 have identified a cyclic C2v isomer of HCN2
c-HCNN as an intermediate in reaction 1, and have not
shown HCNN to be along the reaction pathway in fact, there
is a barrier of about 2.38 eV between HCNN and c-HCNN
according to Cui and Morokuma16. However, some calcula-
tions of the rate constant for reaction 1 Refs. 17 and 21
indicate that it is far slower than the experimentally observed
rate of CH removal,4,5 suggesting that another mechanism
may be operating in prompt NO formation.
More recently, Moskaleva and co-workers13,15 proposed
that the spin-allowed, endothermic reaction,
CHX 2 + N2X 1g
+→ NCNX˜ 3g− + H2S , 2
is considerably faster than reaction 1 and may in fact be the
first step in prompt NO formation. These results were sup-
ported in more recent calculations by Takayanagi.23 In the
proposed mechanism for reaction 2, c-HCNN formed from
reactants and isomerizes to HNCN, which then falls apart to
form H and NCN. A recent experimental study by Bise et
al.24 on the photodissociation dynamics of the HNCN free
radical showed that it dissociates on the ground state surface
to form CH and N2, and suggested that a cyclic intermediate
is involved. This provided evidence for a low-energy path-
way between the reactants, CH and N2, and HNCN consis-
tent with the proposed mechanism for reaction 2.
In this work, we continue our investigation of the global
CH+N2 potential energy surface by studying the photodis-
sociation dynamics of HCNN. There have been relatively
© 2006 American Institute of Physics03-1
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the heat of formation,  fH0HCNN=5.02±0.18 eV, based
on their experimentally determined value of  fH0CNN and
the value of D0H–CNN for H atom loss previously deter-
mined by Clifford et al.26 Infrared spectra of HCNN and
DCNN were measured in inert gas matrices following the
photolysis of H2CNN and H/D2CNN with a mercury
lamp, but the absorptions were not assigned.27 Decay of the
HCNN signal, attributed to photodissociation, was observed
after longer irradiation with a mercury lamp; it was deter-
mined that photon energies below 16 000 cm−1 did not con-
tribute to HCNN loss.28 Photoelectron spectra of HCNN−
and DCNN− were taken at 3.531 eV,26 and the electron af-
finity of HCNN was determined to be 1.684±0.006 eV. Vi-
brational spacings were seen at 485±70 and 1780±77 cm−1,
and were assigned as v5, the in-plane N–N–CH bend, and v2,
the asymmetric N–N–CH stretch of HCNN, respectively, on
the basis of frequencies obtained from ab initio calculations
537 cm−1 for v5 and 1879 cm−1 for v2. In the same study,
the A˜ 2A state of the neutral was determined to lie between
0.522 and 0.675 eV above the X˜ 2A ground state. The equi-
librium geometry of the ion was found to be very similar to
that of HCNN X˜ 2A, but quite different from that of
HCNN A˜ 2A. A study of the relaxation of CH X 2, v
=1 by N2 found a rapid relaxation rate, indicating the for-
mation of a strongly bound complex, which the authors iden-
tified as HCNN.29
The X˜ 2A state of HCNN has been treated by various
electronic structure calculations,10–12,16,18,21,26,30,31 and the
A˜ 2A state by a subset of these.16,26,30 Both of these states
correlate adiabatically to CH X 2+N2 X 1g
+. Cui and
Morokuma16 found the A˜ 2A state to lie 0.48 eV above the
ground state, in reasonable agreement with the experimental
range reported by Clifford et al.26 The same study placed
HCNN X˜ 2A 1.21 eV below CH X 2+N2 X 1g
+. The
X˜ 2A state is a datively bonded structure with Cs symmetry.
The main difference between the geometries of the X˜ 2A and
A˜ 2A states is the H–C–N bond angle, which is about 116°
in the X˜ 2A state, but about 150°, and very sensitive to the
level of theory used, in the A˜ 2A state.
There has been very little work on higher lying elec-
tronic states of HCNN. Using high level ab initio calcula-
tions, Cui and Morokuma16 found the lowest lying quartet
state, HCNNa 4A, to lie 2.05 eV above the ground state.
Another ab initio study found vertical transition energies of
1.86, 4.81, and 4.95 eV from the ground state.30 The author
suggested that the upper states were Rydberg levels but made
no further comment on their nature or electronic configura-
tion.
In this work we present the results of photodissociation
dynamics studies of HCNN at energies of 3.351–4.454 eV.
There are many product channels open for the dissociation of
HCNN at these excitation energies. Several channels lead to
the formation of CH and N2, and are listed along with H0
for each reaction. H0 for channel 3 was determined in this
oaded 19 Aug 2010 to 129.96.237.231. Redistribution subject to AIP licstudy; for the other channels, it was calculated from previ-
ously published spectroscopic data on CH:32–35
HCNNX˜ 2A——→
h
CHX 2 + N2X 1g
+ H0 = 1.139 ± 0.019 eV,
3
CHa 4− + N2X 1g
+ H0 = 1.881 ± 0.021 eV, 4
CHA 2 + N2X 1g
+ H0 = 4.012 ± 0.019 eV, 5
CHB 2− + N2X 1g
+ H0 = 4.370 ± 0.019 eV, 6
The formation of HCN and N is energetically allowed at all
excitation energies used in this work, and formation of H and
CNN is allowed at all but the lowest excitation energies.25,36
HCNNX˜ 2A——→
h
HCNX˜ 1+ + N4S H0 = 1.274 ± 0.008 eV,
H + CNN H0 = 3.389 ± 0.003 eV.
However, it is difficult to observe the H+CNN channel with
our coincident detection setup because of the high mass ra-
tio, as explained in Sec. II.
Theoretical studies indicate that HCNN X˜ 2A and
HCNN A˜ 2A correlate to CHX 2+N2X 1g
+ without
an exit barrier.10,16 There is, however, an exit barrier of about
1.46 eV for dissociation of HCNN X˜ 2A to HCN X˜ 1+
+N 4S products, a process which, in addition, requires in-
tersystem crossing.16
The results of the present study reveal photofragmenta-
tion of HCNN following excitation at energies above
25 600 cm−1, a range in which no previous spectroscopic
studies have been performed on this radical. The only frag-
ments seen are CH and N2. Dissociation appears to occur
following internal conversion to the ground state and/or the
low lying A˜ state, and yields complex translational energy
distributions that are not consistent with a simple model of
statistical dissociation.
II. EXPERIMENT
The fast beam photofragment translational spectrometer
used in these experiments Fig. 1 has been described in
detail previously.37,38 In this instrument, we photodetach
FIG. 1. Fast beam photofragment translational spectrometer.electrons from a beam of mass-selected anions to produce a
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photodissociated, and the fragments are detected. This se-
quence can be summarized by the equation
HCNN−——→
h1
HCNN——→
h2
fragments.
HCNN− ions were generated from diazomethane in a pulsed
discharge source.39 A backing gas composed of 80% Ne and
20% N2O was passed over neat liquid diazomethane which
was cooled to approximately −78 °C. Diazomethane was
prepared from N-nitroso-N-methyl urea using 40 wt %
NaOH Ref. 40 and purified by distillation under vacuum.
Caution: diazomethane may undergo explosive polymeriza-
tion under the conditions of this synthesis. Only clean,
smooth glassware should be used and appropriate safety pre-
cautions should be exercised. Diazomethane-13C was pre-
pared from diazald-N-methyl-13C Aldrich using the same
procedure. The mixture of gases, at a stagnation pressure of
about 2 atm, is expanded through a pulsed supersonic nozzle
followed by a pulsed electrical discharge stabilized by a
1 keV electron beam.
The mixture of ions and radicals expanding from the
discharge source is first collimated by a skimmer. The nega-
tive ions are then accelerated through an 8 kV potential and
focused by an acceleration einzel lens. The ion of interest is
selected using a Bakker-type time-of-flight mass spectrom-
eter. Photodetachment of an electron from HCNN− is accom-
plished with a XeCl excimer-pumped dye laser, which, in
these experiments, was tuned to 2.14 eV. From the photo-
electron spectrum of HCNN−,26 we know that this detach-
ment energy will generate HCNN in the ground electronic
state, most of which will be in the ground vibrational state.
After passing through the photodetachment region, the re-
maining ions are deflected from the beam. A second XeCl
excimer-pumped dye laser is then used to photodissociate
HCNN. For energies above 3.70 eV, the output of this laser
is frequency-doubled. The resulting fragments are detected
on one of two different detectors, depending on the type of
experiment being performed.
To measure the photofragment yield PFY spectrum, we
use a retractable 25 mm diameter chevron-stacked multi-
channel plate detector. The dissociation laser wavelength is
scanned, and the flux of fragments impinging on the detector
as a function of wavelength is recorded. The PFY spectrum
of HCNN, covering the region from 25 510–40 820 cm−1
245.0–392.0 nm in 0.1 nm steps, was recorded.
Coincidence experiments on the dissociation dynamics
of HCNN were performed at various photodissociation laser
energies in this range using a time-and position-sensitive
detector.37,41 This detector is 40 mm in diameter with an
8 mm strip across the center which acts as a beam block,
preventing the parent radicals from striking the surface. Po-
sition information is obtained by means of a wedge and strip
anode assembly.41 On this detector, the two fragments from a
dissociation event are detected in coincidence, and their po-
sitions on the detector and relative times of arrival are deter-
mined. Fragment mass, translational energy, and angular dis-
tributions are determined from these data. The translational
energy resolution obtainable with this apparatus under ideal
oaded 19 Aug 2010 to 129.96.237.231. Redistribution subject to AIP licconditions is ET /ET=0.6%,37 and the uncertainty in mass in
this study, as characterized by the full width at half maxi-
mum of a single mass peak in the fragment mass distribu-
tions, is about 1.7 amu. If the ratio of the heavy fragment
mass to the light fragment mass is greater than about 5:1, the
fragments cannot be detected in coincidence, since either the
heavy fragment will hit the beam block or the light fragment
will fly clear of the detector. It should be noted that the data
presented in this work were obtained before the recent up-
grade to a photofragment coincidence imaging detector.42
III. RESULTS
A. Photofragment yield spectrum
The photofragment yield spectrum of HCNN from
25 510–40 820 cm−1 is shown in Fig. 2. This is the first
spectrum of HCNN of any kind taken at these energies. The
photofragment yield spectrum is a convolution of the absorp-
tion spectrum and the quantum yield for photodissociation as
a function of wavelength. HCNN shows an onset for disso-
ciation at about 25 600 cm−1, above which dissociation is
continuous, and only broad features are apparent.
FIG. 2. Photofragment yield spectrum of HCNN. Arrows indicate the ener-
gies at which photodissociation dynamics data were taken.
FIG. 3. Fragment mass distributions for HCNN solid line and H13CNN
dashed line.
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The fragment mass distribution for HCNN obtained at an
excitation energy of 3.875 eV is shown in Fig. 3. As is the
case with the fragment mass distributions at all the energies
studied, it shows peaks at 13 and 28 amu. This suggests that
the product fragments are CH and N2. However, our mass
resolution is not good enough to distinguish the above from
masses 14 and 27 amu N and HCN fragments, or a mixture
of masses 13, 14, 27, and 28 amu. Hence, in order to distin-
guish between these possibilities, a fragment mass distribu-
tion was obtained for H13CNN at an excitation energy of
3.493 eV. This is shown in Fig. 3 as a dashed line. It shows
the lower mass peak shifted up by 1 amu, with the higher
mass peak unchanged in mass, and both peaks unchanged in
width. This confirms the assignment of the product frag-
ments as CH and N2.
C. Translational energy and angular distributions
The coincidence experiment yields the two dimensional
fragment translational energy and angular distribution,
PET ,. The translational energy distribution PET and
anisotropy parameter ET Ref. 43 are determined by
fitting PET , to the equation
PET, = PET1 + ETP2cos  , 7
where  is the angle between the electric field vector of the
photodissociation laser and the recoil vector between the
photofragments. The anisotropy parameter ET ranges
from −1 for a sin2  distribution to 2 for a cos2  distribution.
Translational energy and angular distributions taken at
several excitation energies are shown in Fig. 4, and these
energies are marked by arrows in Fig. 2. At all excitation
energies below 4.959 eV, at least two features are clearly
visible in the distributions. One of these features is centered
at about 1.6 eV, independent of excitation energy, and the
other is broader and extends from very low energy to the
highest observed translational energy. As discussed in Sec.
IV A, the high-energy cutoff for all of the translational en-
ergy distributions presented in this work occurs at or very
near the maximum thermodynamically allowed translational
energy ET
max, indicated by the dashed line I in Fig. 4. At
3.757 eV, a separate maximum close to ET
max is visible above
the 1.6 eV feature, and at 3.875 eV, the intensity remains
quite high from the 1.6 eV feature up to a sharp cutoff just
below ET
max
. As the excitation energy is increased, the rela-
tive intensity of the broader feature grows, but the feature
close to ET
max rapidly diminishes.
Also shown in Fig. 4 is the anisotropy parameter  as a
function of translational energy. ET is positive for all ex-
citation energies, and generally between about 0.3 and 1 in
the translational energy range for which it can be reliably
calculated. There does not appear to be a difference in ET
corresponding to the 1.6 eV feature in the translational en-
ergy distributions.
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Phase space theory44 often gives a reasonable approxi-
mation of the product translational energy distributions that
are expected if dissociation is barrierless and the available
energy is statistically distributed among the available
modes.45 We have carried out phase space theory calcula-
tions for the dissociation of HCNN to CH+N2 in order to
determine whether a simple model describing statistical dis-
sociation on the ground state surface is consistent with our
results.
Our implementation of phase space theory has been de-
scribed in detail previously.46 The vibrational density of
states is calculated using the Beyer-Swinehart algorithm, and
we determine the centrifugal barrier assuming a long-range
potential of the form Vr=−C0 /r6. The rotational constants
and vibrational frequencies used in these calculations are
given in Table I.
The phase space theory distribution for 4.959 eV is
shown in Fig. 4 as a dotted line. Although the experimental
PET at this energy shows only the broader feature, it is not
at all well fit by the phase space theory distribution and
peaks at higher energy. Phase space theory distributions were
FIG. 4. Translational energy distributions PET and anisotropy parameter
ET at the dissociation laser photon energies indicated. The dashed, ver-
tical lines labeled I–IV indicate the maximum allowed translational energies
for channels 3–6. The dotted line plotted with PET at 4.959 eV shows
the phase space theory translational energy distribution at this excitation
energy.also calculated for lower excitation energies, and in all cases
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distribution peaked at higher energy than the phase space
theory distribution.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Heat of formation of HCNN
The translational energy distributions in Fig. 4 show cut-
offs at high translational energy which increase additively
with increasing excitation energy. This allows us to use the
maximum translational energy to determine the bond disso-
ciation energy and the heat of formation of HCNN. For chan-
nel 3 products CH and N2 in their ground electronic
states, conservation of energy dictates that the maximum
allowed translational energy, at an excitation energy h is
given by
ET
max
= h − D0,
where D0 is the dissociation energy for the bond cleaved in
the photodissociation event, that is, HC–NN in all the distri-
butions taken in this study.
Since the translational energy distributions taken at
3.647 not shown, 3.757, and 3.875 eV have the sharpest
cutoffs at high translational energy, these have been used,
along with the assumption that the cutoffs correspond to
products with no rotational or vibrational excitation, to de-
termine D0. The value of D0 obtained in this way is
1.139±0.019 eV. Together with the heat of formation of CH,
6.149±0.013 eV,36,47 this yields a heat of formation,
 fH0HCNN=5.010±0.023 eV, in agreement with the
value of 5.02±0.18 eV previously reported,25 but with much
less uncertainty. The values of ET
max for channel 3 products
CHX 2+N2X 1g
+ calculated from this value of D0 are
shown as dashed, vertical lines in Fig. 4, and agree well with
the high translational energy cutoffs. This agreement, ob-
served here over a wide range of excitation energies, rein-
forces the assumption that the fastest products have no inter-
nal energy.
B. Nature of the electronic transition
Since little is known about the electronically excited
states of HCNN, we will discuss the electronic transition
excited in these experiments on the basis of information on
the isoelectronic species HCCO. The molecular orbital con-
figurations of the four lowest lying electronic states of
HCCO have been described previously.48 The ground state of
HCCO has Cs symmetry with the electronic configuration
. . .6a27a28a21a29a22a1. As is the case
TABLE I. Constants in cm−1 used in phase space theory calculations.
Vibrational frequency Rotational constants
HCNNa 20.504, 0.412, 0.403
CHb 2858.5 14.457
N2
b 2358.57 1.99824
aReference 26.
bReference 53.with HCNN, the two lowest electronic states are a Renner-
oaded 19 Aug 2010 to 129.96.237.231. Redistribution subject to AIP licTeller pair, although in the case of HCCO the
A˜ 2A2 state, with the electronic configuration
. . .62721x21y22x12y2, has a linear equilib-
rium geometry. The 9a and 2a CCO  orbitals become
degenerate at linearity, as do the 8a and 1a CO  orbit-
als. The B˜ 2 state results from the promotion of an electron
from a CO  orbital to a CCO  orbital, resulting in the
electronic configuration . . .62721324.
Szalay et al.49 have shown on the basis of ab initio cal-
culations that the B˜ 2 state of HCCO does not undergo
Renner-Teller distortion and may be treated as a single elec-
tronic state. Osborn et al.48 carried out photodissociation ex-
periments on HCCO, and assigned the transition excited in
the those experiments to the B˜ 2←X˜ 2A band. Because of
the similarities in the photodissociation spectroscopy and dy-
namics of these two radicals see Sec. IV D, it is likely that
the transition excited in our experiments on HCNN is similar
to the HCCO B˜ 2←X˜ 2A transition, and involves a transi-
tion from a bonding orbital to a nonbonding orbital in the
CNN  system. It is not possible to determine the symmetry
of the upper state on the basis of our data. However, since
the anisotropy parameters determined at different excitation
energies are similar, it is unlikely that the symmetry of the
transition dominating the photofragment yield changes with
increasing excitation energy as would happen, for example,
if the upper state as a Renner-Teller pair consisting of A and
A components, close enough in energy that we accessed
both states, and both had comparable photofragment yields.
Since there is no spectroscopic information available for the
1.85–3.16 eV region for HCNN, and there are no theoretical
predictions for the energy of the B˜ state, assignment of the
transition observed in the photofragment yield spectrum as
B˜ 2AA←X˜ 2A or B˜ 2←X˜ 2A is tentative. The onset of
dissociation, at roughly 3.17 eV, provides an upper limit for
the origin of this electronic band, since it is possible that the
quantum yield for photodissociation close to the origin is too
low for any fragments to be detected.
C. Dissociation mechanism
The formation of CH and N2 in the photodissociation of
HCNN is not surprising, since these are the most thermody-
namically favored products and their formation involves no
rearrangement. However, based on the translational energy
distributions, the dissociation dynamics appear to be com-
plex. The dynamics will be discussed in more detail in this
section in an attempt to elucidate the dissociation mecha-
nism.
The maximum allowed translational energies for various
channels can help in determining the electronic states of the
product fragments leading to a given feature in the transla-
tional energy distributions. In Fig. 4, the maximum allowed
translational energies for channels 3–6, calculated from
the heats of reaction given in Sec. I, are shown as vertical
dashed lines labeled I–IV. From the distribution measured at
an excitation energy of 3.351 eV, it is apparent that the fea-
ture centered at about 1.6 eV is due to CH and N2 formed in
their ground electronic states channel3. In the distribu-
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feature has some intensity above the cutoff for CH a 4−
+N2 channel 4, and therefore also appears to be due to
CH and N2 fragments in their ground electronic states.
From these observations, we can begin to piece together
the most likely dissociation mechanism. The only states of
HCNN correlating to CH and N2 in their ground electronic
states are the X˜ 2A and A˜ 2A states. Therefore, if only frag-
ments in their ground electronic states are formed, it appears
that internal conversion is taking place from the initial ex-
cited state to one or both of these states before dissociation.
The anisotropic photofragment angular distributions seen
here suggest that dissociation from the ground state is rapid
on a time scale of molecular rotation, i.e., a time scale on the
order of a few picoseconds. In addition, analysis of the PET
distributions can provide insight into whether dissociation is
more rapid than the faster time scale required for vibrational
energy randomization on the ground state, the condition re-
quired for statistical models of dissociation to apply.45 This
assumption can be tested by comparing the experimental
PET distributions to those obtained from phase space
theory, a reasonable statistical model to apply since there is
no exit barrier to dissociation of either HCNNX˜ 2A or
HCNNA˜ 2A to ground state CH and N2. In fact, as shown
in Fig. 4, the experimental distributions do not agree with a
phase space theory calculation. It has been observed50 that
phase space theory may underestimate the average fragment
translational energy when the excitation energy is well above
the bond dissociation energy, at least in part as a result of the
tightening of the critical geometry51 as the excess energy
increases. However, the multiple features present in the
PET distributions at energies below 4.959 eV seem un-
likely to conform to any statistical model. The explanation
for the fact that dissociation is rapid—and appears
nonstatistical—may lie in the fact that the excitation energy
is well in excess of roughly 2–4 eV above the bond disso-
ciation energy.
While we can rationalize the nonstatistical appearance of
the translational energy distributions, it is less apparent what
the form of the PET distributions—the presence of a fea-
ture near 1.6 eV in addition to the broad feature, and the fact
that the broad feature grows in relative intensity with in-
creasing excitation energy—implies for the dissociation
mechanism. The presence of two components in many of the
PET distributions may reflect dissociation on both the
X˜ 2A and A˜ 2A electronic states. Neither state has an exit
barrier with respect to CH+N2 products, but the dissociation
dynamics on the A˜ 2A state should be more direct since it is
less strongly bound than the X˜ 2A state. Moreover, as
pointed out in the Introduction, the equilibrium geometries of
the two states are quite different, which could also lead to
different translational energy distributions. In any case, the
attribution of the two components to the two electronic states
is appealing but must be regarded as tentative. It is also
possible, for example, that the two components result from
two ensembles of molecules generated on the ground state by
different internal conversion pathways.
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It is informative to compare the photodissociation dy-
namics and spectroscopy of HCNN with those of the isoelec-
tronic radical HCCO, which was the subject of a previous
study by this group.48 HCNN and HCCO have similar
ground state geometries and both have a low-lying A˜ 2A
state which forms a Renner-Teller pair with the ground state.
Comparison of the photofragment yield spectra of
HCNN and HCCO shows some similarities. In both cases,
the photofragment yield generally increases with excitation
energy above the onset, and shows broad, unresolved fea-
tures with spacings of roughly 1000–2000 cm−1. In the case
of HCCO, vibrational structure was visible in the photofrag-
ment yield spectrum in the lowest 4000 cm−1 above the on-
set, and rotational structure was resolved in some of the vi-
brational transitions. No such structure appears in the
photofragment yield spectrum of HCNN. HCCO shows an
onset at somewhat higher excitation energy 33 424 versus
25 600 cm−1 for HCNN.
The fragments from the photodissociation of HCCO
were identified as CH+CO, with features attributed to
CHX 2+COX 1+ dominating at all but the lowest ex-
citation energies. These products are analogous to the
CHX 2+N2X 1g
+ products seen in this study for HCNN
dissociation, although the HC–CO bond dissociation energy
is much higher than that for HC–NN 3.14 versus 1.139 eV.
The fragment translational energy distributions at various en-
ergies also show striking similarities. In the case of HCCO, a
bimodal distribution is seen at low excitation energies, and
the broader, lower translational energy feature dominates as
the excitation energy is increased. Except for the absence of
a feature near ET
max
, this pattern is qualitatively the same as
the trend seen in the translational energy distributions for
HCNN. In addition, the anisotropy parameters are above
zero at all excitation energies for both radicals. At the lowest
excitation energies studied, near the onset for dissociation,
HCCO photodissociation showed a contribution from a dif-
ferent channel, CHa 4−+COX 1+, implying that inter-
system crossing takes place in HCCO at these low excitation
energies. No evidence for intersystem crossing is seen in the
photodissociation dynamics of HCNN.
As is the case with HCNN, a definitive conclusion on the
reasons for the bimodal distributions in the photofragment
translational energy distributions for HCCO was not reached.
It could be the result of internal conversion to a single state,
X˜ 2A, for example, with two distinct ensembles, or a com-
bination of internal conversion to the X˜ 2A and A˜ 2A states.
In HCCO, in contrast to HCNN, the X˜ 2A and A˜ 2A states
are very close in energy, and are relatively strongly bound,
by 3.14 and 3.06 eV,49,52 respectively, relative to CH+CO
products. On the other hand, the geometries of HCNN and
HCCO are similar in both the X˜ 2A and the A˜ 2A states for
HCCO, the A˜ 2A state is linear,49 and for HCNN, the A˜ 2A
is nearly linear16. Thus, if the two components of the PET
˜
2
˜
2distributions arise from dissociation on the X A and A A
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Downlstates for both species, it seems likely that geometric effects
are more important than energetic effects in determining the
form of these distributions.
E. Comparison with HNCN
The photodissociation dynamics of another HCN2 iso-
mer, HNCN, were previously studied in this laboratory.24 As
is the case for HCNN, CH X 2 and N2 X 1g
+ products
were observed. Although the products were the same in these
two cases, the dynamics were quite different. The PET dis-
tributions found for HNCN showed vibrational resolution of
the N2 stretch, indicating that there was little rotational exci-
tation. This implies that dissociation took place from a tran-
sition state in which torque was not applied to the N2 frag-
ment. According to calculations by Cui and Morokuma,16 the
transition state between c-HCNN and CH+N2 fits this crite-
rion. As expected in a process involving extensive rearrange-
ment, the angular distributions found for HNCN dissociation
were isotropic at all excitation energies studied. This is in
contrast to the angular distributions for HCNN, which
showed consistently positive anisotropy parameters. It ap-
pears from these results that while HCNN and HNCN fall
apart to the same products, they sample very different re-
gions of the CH+N2 potential energy surface in the process.
The difference in the dissociation dynamics of these two
radicals is consistent with the results of Cui and Morokuma16
and Moskaleva et al.13 which show completely different
pathways on the ground state for dissociation of these two
radicals to CH+N2, and supports the conclusion that HNCN
does not rearrange to HCNN prior to dissociation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the photodissociation dynamics of
the HCNN free radical. Dissociation takes place following a
transition which is tentatively assigned as B˜←X˜ 2A. Photo-
fragments are observed for excitation energies above
25 600 cm−1, indicating that the origin of the absorption
band lies at or below this energy. All excitation energies
studied lead to the formation of CHX 2+N2X 1g
+ as the
only detectable products. The fragment translational energy
distributions are not well fit by phase space theory, and show
at least two distinct features at lower excitation energies. The
angular distributions show that dissociation is rapid on a ro-
tational time scale.
Since the products are formed in their ground electronic
states, and only the X˜ 2A and A˜ 2A states correlate to these
product states, the dissociation mechanism appears to in-
volve internal conversion to one or both of these states. The
complex appearance of the translational energy distributions
indicates that dissociation then proceeds rapidly, before re-
distribution of the excess energy among the available modes
is complete. We propose that the two components to the
translational energy distributions observed over a wide range
of excitation energies arise either from dissociation on the
X˜ 2A and A˜ 2A states, or by two ensembles of molecules
created on the ground state by different internal conversion
pathways.
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